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A NOTE ON HIGHER DERIVATIONS AND
INTEGRAL DEPENDENCE

WILLIAM  C   BROWN

Abstract. In this note we prove the following: Theorem. Let

R' be an associative commutative ring with identity. Suppose R' is an

integral extension of R, and ô = {á,} is a higher derivation on R' which

restricts to a higher derivation on R. Suppose p is a prime ideal in R

which is differential under 6. Then there exists aprime idealp' in R'

such thatp' is 6-differential andp'nR=p.

Introduction. In this paper, we assume all rings are associative, com-

mutative and have an identity. A subring of a given ring is assumed to have

the same identity as the given ring.

Let R be a ring. A higher derivation ô = {ôa} (of infinite rank) on 7? is an

infinite sequence of maps ôa:R->R, q=\, 2, 3, ■ • • , such that

(a) each <58 is an additive group homomorphism;

(b) for all x, y e R and q^. 1,

dq(xy) = xèq(y) + <51(*)¿ViO') + ' " ' + V-iO^ÖO + ôQ(x)y

(Leibnitz's rule).

We shall abbreviate the last equation by writing aa(xy)—^i+j=t¡ 6^)6¡(y).

We note that (a) and (b) imply that (5</(l)=0 for all q. Thus if Z0 denotes

the prime subring of 7?, i.e. the subring of R generated by the identity

element 1, then <5a(Z0)=0 for all <7^1.

If ô is a higher derivation on R and A is an ideal in R, then we shall say

A is ¿-differential if ô„(A)c A for all q^ 1.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following:

Theorem 1. Let R' be a ring containing R. Suppose R' is an integral

extension of R, and ö is a higher derivation on R' which restricts to a higher

derivation on R. Suppose p is a prime ideal in R which is differential under

ô. Then there exists a prime ideal p in R' such that p is b-differential and

p r\R=p.

This theorem appears as Theorem 2 in S. Sato's On rings with a higher

derivation [2]. In his proof of this result, Sato seems to assume R' is
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Noetherian. If we assume R' is not Noetherian, then there is a gap in

Sato's theorem which we shall fill in this note.

Proof of Theorem 1. Following the first paragraph of Sato's proof,

we can assume without loss of generality that R is a quasi-local ring with

maximal ideal/?. Since Ä' is an integral extension of R, pR'j^R'. Clearly

pR' is a ¿-differential ideal in R'. Hence by [2, Theorem 1] there exists a

maximal ¿-differential ideal p in R' which contains pR'. If p' is a prime

ideal, then the theorem is complete. Hence we wish to prove that/?' is a

prime ideal in R'.

Consider (R')=R'lp. Since p'(^R=p, (R')~ is an integral extension

of the field R=Rjp. Since both/» and p are ¿-differential ideals, ¿ induces

a higher derivation 5 on (R')~ which restricts to a higher derivation on

R. Specifically, for all q\>\, 5q(r+p')=öq(r)+p' for r e R'. Note that

(R')~ has no proper ¿-differential ideals. Otherwise p would not be a

maximal ¿-differential ideal in R'.

Now let Abe any maximal ideal in (R')~. If A^O, then 5(N)<£ N. Hence

there exists a nonzero element xe N such that 5Q(x) $ N for some qSzl.

Since (R')~ is an integral extension of R, x satisfies some monic poly-

nomial f(X) e R[X]. Letf(X)=Xn+rn^yXn-1-\---+ryX+r0. Since R

is a field, f(x)=0 implies r0 e N. Hence r0=0. So/(A')=A'n+rn_1A'"-1-|-

• • •+ryX. We first argue that some rit /=1 ,•••,»— 1, is not zero. That is,

x cannot be nilpotent. This follows from the following lemma:

Lemma 1.    Ifxn=0, then 5a(x) e Nfor allq\\\\.

Proof. This lemma is argued via induction on q. Suppose 5y(x) $ N.

Then we shall show that n is bigger than every positive integer. Since

„y^O, n> 1. Since ¿2(x")=0, we get 5y(xn~1) e N. Hence n>2. Assume we

have shown «>w2:2. Successively applying 52, ■ ■ ■ , 5m to the equation

.v"=0, we get ôy(xn-1) e N, 52(xn~l) and 5y(xn-2) e N, • ■ • , 5m_1(xn-1)

through 81(xn-(m-1)) e N. Now

0 = 5m+y(x")=    2   ^OOJ/x»-1).

Thus, Snix"-1) e N. But 5m(x"~l) = 2i+i=m 5i(x)5J(xn-2). Therefore

àm-y(x"'2) e N. By expanding this further, we get 5x(xn~m) e N. Hence

«>/J7+L Thus 5y(x) e N.

Assume we have shown that 5y(x), • • • , 8q_1(x) e N. If 5Q(x) $ N, we

shall again show that n is bigger than every positive integer. The procedure

is similar to the case q—\. Applying 5^ to the equation xn=0 we get

á>'H)eiV. So n>2. Applying 52q+l, ■ ■ ■ , 5^ to xn=0, we get

(53+1(-vn-1), • • • , M-*""1) are all in N. But

-V*"-1) = 2 ¿»<5>"-2)
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being an element of N implies ôq(xn~2) e N. Thus «>3. I think it is clear

now how one proceeds by induction to show n>m for any m. Thus

8Q(x) e N, and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.    □

Lemma 1 implies that x cannot be nilpotent; for x was chosen in N

such that t54(x) £ N for some q. Thus some rt in f(X) must be nonzero.

We shall now show that this implies àQ(x) e N for all q^. 1. Thus A=0 and

therefore (R')~ is a field. This implies that p' is a maximal ideal and

completes the proof of the theorem.

We shall show that 5Q(x) e N for all q by induction on q.

Suppose ¿^(x) £ N. We need the following lemma :

Lemma 2.   7/<5,(x) £ A, iAe« ôk(xl) e N ifl>k, and ôk(xl) $ A ifl=k.

Proof. We prove this lemma via induction on k. If k—\, the result

follows easily from the hypothesis and Leibnitz's rule. So assume the lemma

holds if k= 1, • • • , m. Then

d(*m+1)= 2 ¿>)¿>m)
i+j=m+l

which in turn is congruent modulo N to 81(x)Sm(xm). But (5,(x)r5m(xm) <£ A,

therefore <5m+1(x™+1) £ N.

If /> 1, then <5m+1(xm+!) e A follows from repeated applications of

Leibnitz's rule.    D

Using Lemma 2, we can now show §L(x) $ N implies every r{, i=l, • - ■ ,

n — \, in/(A) is zero. Applying <5, to the equation/(x)=0, we get

0 - h(f{x)) = f'(x)öl(x) + ¿".(^„Ox"-1 + • • • + Sl(r1)x

where/'(A) is the formal derivative off(X). Since <5,(x) $ N,f'(x)eN.

Therefore r1=0. So

f(X) = A" + rn_,A""1 4- • • • + r2X\

If we apply b2 to/(x)=0, we get

0 = ö2(xn) + 2 J&V-itfX*"-1) + ■■■+! H^tf).
i+j=2 i+i=2

Applying Lemma 2, we get r2ô2(x2) e N. But è2(x2) $ N. Thus /-2 = 0.

By applying §3, ■ ■ ■ , ón_1 to /(x)=0 and applying Lemma 2, we get

/•„_, = • ■ -=r3=0. This is a contradiction, and hence ô^x) 6 N. So assume

we have shown that ôL(x), • • • , <5m_i(A> e N (»*>1). Assume óm(x) <£ N.

Again we shall show that this leads to r„_1=- ■ - = (-,=0. We need:

Lemma 3.    ôktll(xl) e N ifl>k, and 5km(xl) $ A ifi=k.
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Proof. We prove this lemma via induction on k. If k=\, then

àm(x) $ N by hypothesis. 5m(x2)=Zi+j=m ¿¿(x>! /x) e N since 5y(x), ■■■ ,

5m-y(x) e N. If 5m(xl) e N for 1=2, ■•• ,t, then ôjpcl+t) e N by an easy

application of Leibnitz's rule. Hence the lemma holds for k=l.

Assume the result holds for k=l,- • • ,r. Applying Leibnitz's rule

again, we get

K+um(xr+1) =      2      $»(*) • • • ¿Uto-
»iH-Mr+i=(r+l>m

This sum is clearly congruent modulo N to ¿m(x)r+1 which is not an

element of N. Thus 5w+1)m(xr+1) $ N. A similar argument shows

K+iUxr+l) e N   if/>l.    D

If we now apply 5m tof(x)=0, we get

0 = 5m(f(x)) = 5m(xn) + 2 Ûr^ô^x"-1) + ■ ■ ■ + 2 ¿>i)à»-

Applying Lemma 3 and the induction hypothesis, we get rx5m(x) e N.

Hence r,=0. Successively applying 82m, ■ ■ • , ¿<„_1)m to f(x)=0, we get

r2=- ■ •=r„_1=0. Thus every r¿ va.f(X) is zero. This is a contradiction.

Hence ¿a(x) e N for all ¿7. Hence the theorem is completely proven.    □

Corollary 1. Let R' be an integral extension of R, and let R contain a

field of characteristic zero. Let à be an ordinary derivation of rank one on R'

such that ô restricts to a derivation on R. If p is a b-differential prime ideal

of R, then there exists a 5-differential prime ideal p' in R' such that

p'nR=p.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorem 1 since ¿

can be embedded as the first term in the higher derivation ¿'={¿!'//!} on R'.

D
We note that Corollary 1 is false in the characteristic r^O case. Con-

sider the following simple example:

Let Z5 denote the integers modulo 5. Let X denote an indeterminate

over Z6 and consider R' =Zb[X]l(Xs')=Z5[x]. Then R' is a local ring with

maximal ideal generated by x. Clearly R' is an integral extension of Z5.

Let á be a derivation of rank one on Z5[Z] defined by ô(X)=l. Then

ô(X5)<^ (Xs). Hence, ¿ induces a derivation 5:R'—^R' which restricts to a

derivation on Z5. Now (0) is a ¿-differential prime ideal in Z5, but there is

no ¿-differential prime ideal in R' which lies over it. This example also

shows us that the associated prime ideals of a differential ideal need not

in general be differential. (This result is true in the characteristic zero case

[3, Theorem 1].)
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Using Theorem 1 we can easily prove the going up theorem for differ-

ential prime ideals.

Corollary 2. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1, suppose

Pi'—Pi'—' ' ''-Pn is a chain of ô-differentialprime ideals in R. Then there

exists a chain of ô-differential prime ideals />íc- • -c:/?ñ in R' such that

p'iC\R=Pi.

Proof. By Theorem 1, there exists a ¿-differential prime ideal p[ in R'

lying over/jj. Passing to the residue class rings R'lp[ and 7?//?, and applying

Theorem 1 again, we get a ¿-differential prime ideal q in R'lp[ which lies

over p2jpx. We can now pull q back to a ¿-differential prime ideal p'2 which

contains/?^ and nes over p2. Continuing in this fashion, we construct the

entire chain.    D

If we assume Tí' is Noetherian, we can prove the going down theorem

also.

Theorem 2. Suppose R' is a Noetherian integral extension of R.

Assume R is a normal ring in which no nonzero element is a zero divisor in

R'. Let ô be a higher derivation on R' which restricts to a higher derivation

on R. Let p<^q be a chain of ô-differential prime ideals in R, and let q' be a

ô-differential prime ideal in R' lying over q. Then there exists a ô-differential

prime idealp'^q' such that p C\R=p.

Proof. Consider the ¿-differential idealpR'. It is well known [4, p. 263]

that any isolated prime of pR' contracts to/? in R. Further, by [2, Proposi-

tion 1] or for a detailed proof [1, Theorem 1], any isolated prime of pR'

is ¿-differential. Since pR'<^q', q must contain some isolated prime p' of

pR'. This is the required ¿-differential prime ideal lying over/?.    □
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